Reliable Protection From Every Angle. Guaranteed.
Custom Warning Display
You can see it. No one else ever will.

Front Radar Receiver

You see them long before they see you.

Rear Radar Receiver

Protects you from every kind of radar.

Laser Defuser EX
®

The next best thing to invisible.

"Considering covert mounting, front/rear reception & laser protection,
the K40 Undetectable is our pick of remote detectors."

The K40 Undetectable is so integrated
it looks factory installed.

Four microprocessors give you
better information. Faster. Without falses.

We defy you to find the K40 Radar Protection
system installed in the photos to the right. You
can’t, police can’t, thieves can’t. Because in place
of a bulky, inconvenient portable unit, or even a
clunky one-size-fits-all control panel, K40 uses
tiny but effective LED light points or our new
Pod technology. They actually become a vital part
of your instrument panel.

Advanced microprocessor technology gives you the fastest, most powerful detection
system available.

Two flashing lights report both the intensity and
location of radar while twin piezo speakers (with
auto-mute) provide distinct auto alerts. The
inconspicuous concentric control switch features
on/off, city/highway driving modes and volume.

High performance automobiles demand
high performance protection.
It’s no secret that cars like yours are targets for law enforcement officials. We think
it’s time to even the playing field, and K40 is the only system in the world that
can do it. Guaranteed.

Technology Features

• Full Radar & Laser Coverage
Detects all FCC allocated police frequencies including X, K, Ka Superwide and
Laser (when used with the Laser Defuser EX or EX2).

• VG-2 Shielded
K40 Systems are passively and actively designed to prevent detection from the
police VG-2 Gun (radar detector detector).

• Pulse Protection
Instantly alerts you to police “instant-on” radar with an urgent, high-pitched beep
accompanied by a rapid flashing of indicator light.

• Mute Circuit
Audibly alerts driver for several seconds then automatically switches to a quiet
clicking to reduce unwanted sounds.

• Filter Adjustment Control
Reduces non-police signals without sacrificing performance to true police radar.

• Alert Override
Prioritizes incoming signals and alerts you to the most urgent threat, so even when
the air is cluttered with signals, K40 remains on top alert.

• Linear Geiger Mode
Clicking sound that intensifies as you get closer to the source and diminishes as
the threat recedes.

Only K40 features four separate microprocessors in every radar detection system.
Conventional radar detectors include only one microprocessor. This dramatic
difference in design engineering offers you uncompromised processing power for
instant diagnosis and reaction to police radar signals.

deactivates every laser
speed measurement.
Police lasers are fast. Much more sophisticated than radar. They can pick you out
of the pack at the speed of light.
With the Laser Defuser EX or EX2
integrated with your K40 Undetectable
Remote, you’ll drive knowing the world’s
most advanced anti-laser technology is
constantly protecting you.
When a police laser beam hits you, the
Defuser EX and EX2 send out a return
signal at the same frequency as the laser
gun. This actually deactivates the speed measurement ability of the laser gun,
while you receive the audible and visual warnings that give you the precious time
you need to react and reduce your speed.

The K40. Designed,
built and installed by
professionals.
We’ve created K40 radar and laser protection
systems for the car owner who wants more
performance and monitoring confidence than
he or she can get from any other unit.
That’s why K40 radar and laser protection
systems are available only through select auto
dealerships and auto electronic stores. They’re
the people who know your car, the K40 system,
and the importance of proper installation.

